
Unit 

Price              

(GS Member)

Price              

(Non-Member) Bathrooms Kitchen Appliances 

Common 

Space Firepit Fireplace Sleeping Arrangements Electrictiy Heat 

Hot 

Water

ADA 

Accessible 

House By The Side Of The Road

$40/night $60/night 1 general access 1/2 bath

Attached full bath to private sleeping area yes

mini fridge

microwave yes no no Sleeps 2 (twin beds) yes yes yes yes

Longhouse $185/night $360/night Ladies Room- 2 showers, 2 sinks, 2 toilets

Mens Room- 1 ADA shower, 2 sinks, 2 toilets 

yes Refrigerator

Stove (gas)

Toaster 

yes no yes (one indoor 

and one outdoors)

Bunk Room 1: sleeps 12 (bunk beds)

Bunk Room 2: sleeps 16 (bunk beds)

Bunk Room 3: sleeps 16 (bunk beds) yes yes yes yes

New Old House $65/night $155/night 1/2 Bath yes Refrigerator

Stove (electric)

Toaster 

Coffee Pot

yes no yes Bedroom: sleeps 4 (twin beds)

Loft 1: sleeps 4 (cots)

Left 2: sleeps 6 (cots)
yes yes yes no

Wellville $130/night $275/night Common Bathroom: 3 toilets, 2 showers, 3 

sinks 

Attached full private bathroom 

1/2 bath 

yes Refrigerator

Stove (electric)

Toaster 

Coffee Pot

yes no yes 3 Bedrooms Dowstairs: sleeps 2 each 

Bunk Room: sleeps 24 (bunk beds)

yes yes yes yes

Reverie (rustic but new) $25/night $70/night Full bath no none no no no Sleeps 6 (bunk beds) yes no yes no 

Wrens Nest (rustic but new) $25/night $70/night Full bath no none no no no Sleeps 6 (bunk beds or twin beds) yes no yes no 

Camelot (rustic) $15/night $60/night Full bath no none no no no Sleeps 2 (cots) yes no yes no

Dining Hall (day use only) $415/day $575/day

Ladies Room- 2 toilets, 1 sink

Mens Room- 2 toilets, 1 sink yes

Refigerator 

Stove yes

none- but can reserve common fire pits by 

Reverie or the Dining Hall no none yes yes yes yes

Burrow $70/night $135/night

Flushies (outdoor bathrooms with flush toilets 

and trough sink) outdoor cooking area under vynyl fly none no yes no 

Leader Cabin: sleeps 4

3 Tents: each sleeps 6 (cots) leader cabin only no no no

Eyrie $70/night $135/night

Flushies (outdoor bathrooms with flush toilets 

and trough sink) outdoor cooking area under vynyl fly none no yes no 

Leader Cabin: sleeps 4

3 Tents: each sleeps 6 (cots) leader cabin only no no no

Sunset $80/night $150/night

Flushies (outdoor bathrooms with flush toilets 

and trough sink) outdoor cooking area under hardroof cover none no yes no 

Leader Cabin: sleeps 5

5 Tents: each sleeps 6 (cots) leader cabin only no no no 

Whispering Pines $80/night $150/night

Flushies (outdoor bathrooms with flush toilets 

and trough sink) outdoor cooking area under hardroof cover none no yes no 

Leader Cabin: sleeps 8

4 Tents: each sleeps 6 (cots) leader cabin only no no no

Wildwood $75/night $140/night

Flushies (outdoor bathrooms with flush toilets 

and trough sink) outdoor cooking area under hardroof cover none no yes no 

Leader Cabin: sleeps 4

4 Tents: each sleeps 6 (cots) leader cabin only no no no

Log Cabin $75/night $140/night

Flushies (outdoor bathrooms with flush toilets 

and trough sink) outdoor cooking area under vynyl fly none no yes no 

Leader Cabin: sleeps 5

4 Tents: each sleeps 6 (cots) leader cabin only no no no

Ridge $80/night $150/night

Flushies (outdoor bathrooms with flush toilets 

and trough sink) outdoor cooking area under hardroof cover none no yes no 

Leader Cabin: sleeps 6

5 Tents: each sleeps 6 (cots) leader cabin only no no no

Devers Rest (Knoll) $80/night $155/night

Flushies (outdoor bathrooms with flush toilets 

and trough sink) outdoor cooking area under vynyl fly none no yes no 

All-inclusive screen sided cabin

Leader Area: sleeps 4 (bunks)

Main Bunk Area: sleeps 20 (bunks) yes no no no

Yurts (Birchcove) $80/night $155/night

Flushies (outdoor bathrooms with flush toilets 

and trough sink) outdoor cooking area under vynyl fly none no yes no 

Yurt 1: sleeps 10 (bunks)

Yurt 2: sleeps 10 (bunks)

Yurt 3: sleeps 16 (bunks)

yes- solar lights with 

usb ports in Yurt 3 no no no

Winds $80/night $155/night

Flushies (outdoor bathrooms with flush toilets 

and trough sink) outdoor cooking area under vynyl fly none no yes no 

Leader Cabin: sleeps 5

3 Cabinettes: each sleeps 6 (cots) leader cabin only no no no

Greenwood $65/night $130/night

Flushies (outdoor bathrooms with flush toilets 

and trough sink) outdoor cooking area under vynyl fly none no yes no 

Leader Cabin: sleeps 5

2 Cabinettes: each sleeps 6 (cots) leader cabin only no no no

Tall Trees $30/day $35/day

Flushies- Barbie Flushie in front of dining hall 

(outdoor bathrooms with flush toilets and 

trough sink) outdoor cooking area under vynyl fly none no yes no none no no no yes

Waterfront 1 $20/day $25/day

Flushies- super flushies by the road (outdoor 

bathrooms with flush toilets and trough sink) none none no

none- but can reserve common fire pits by 

Reverie or the Dining Hall no none no no no yes

Waterfront 2 $20/day $25/day

Flushies- super flushies by the road (outdoor 

bathrooms with flush toilets and trough sink) none none no

none- but can reserve common fire pits by 

Reverie or the Dining Hall no none no no no yes

Entire Camp- day use $4,850 $4,850

Entire Camp- overnight $5,850 $5,850

Pavilion- day use only $55/day $75/day 2 Incinolet toilets none none no

none- but can reserve common fire pits by 

Reverie or the Dining Hall no none no no no yes

Tent Camping (field camping) $20/night $40/night

Flushies- super flushies by the road (outdoor 

bathrooms with flush toilets and trough sink) none none no

none- but can reserve common fire pits by 

Reverie or the Dining Hall no none no no no yes

Waterfront Rental with Certified Lifeguard $130/2 hour slot

Waterfront Rental 

(troop will provide their own certified lifeguard) $90/2 hour slot

Archery Rental with Certified Instructor $100/90 min slot

Archery Rental 

(troop will provide their own certified instructor) $70/90 min slot

Museum Tour Free

Rock Wall Reservation with Certified Instructor $100/90 min slot

Hatchet Throwing Rental with Certified Instructor $100/90 min slot

Elms Lodge $150/night $260/night

2 full baths (ADA accessible)

1 half bath

1 bathroom with 3 stalls and 3 sinks Full Kitchen 

Refigerator 

Microwave

Toaster 

Stove (electric) no none yes

Bunk Room 1: sleeps 8 (bunk beds)

Bunk Room 2: sleeps 8 (bunk beds)

Leader Area 1: sleeps 2

Leader Area 2: sleeps 2 yes yes yes yes

Archery Rental with Certified Instructor $100/90 min slot

Archery Rental 

(troop will provide their own certified instructor) $70/90 min slot

Troop Camp Rental Information -  2024 Fall Prices

Camp Rocky Farm Rental Options

Lodges and Buildings (Camp Hoffman)

Tent Units (Camp Hoffman)

Cabin And Yurt Units (Camp Hoffman)

Day Camping Units (Camp Hoffman)

Other Rental Options (Camp Hoffman)

Experience Add Ons (Camp Hoffman)


